The 2016 Shenanigans in the Suburbs Hash
16 January 2016  Hash #1708
Hares: Tasty Muff and The Black Clap
Hashers.......................................30
New Boots....................................0
Visitors.........................................4
Quadrupeds..................................3
Shiggy Rating.......................5 / 10
Beer Stops....................................2
Shot Stops....................................1
January brought us Tasty’s first trail of 2016, and provided that you set your expectations appropriately, she
didn’t disappoint. She even managed to get Black Clap to co-hare, and let that act as a
lesson to all of us not to make haring agreements while drunk. Meeting at Casa de Tasty,
far out in the glorious Robinson region, our hares had some evil in store for us.
We started by frightening the local neighborhood with some of the usual antics. After a
rather underwhelming scenic view of suburban houses, we wound up defiling a baseball
field. Running past first, rounding second, turning third, sliding into home… got you
precisely nowhere, since trail instead went behind the dugouts, down to the first beer stop.
Libations liberated from their oppressive cans, trail took us down
the nearest drop off. We enjoyed a quick hike along a ridge line
before tumbling down a cliff, where, as with video games of yore,
we had to complete a task before opening a prize.
With the shot achievement unlocked, we ran over to the Montour Trail. It being such a
nice day, our hares decided that to have a long false here. Turning around, we chased the
hares for a while along the trail before heading up into the woods.
Hundreds of kilovolts of electricity attracted us to local power lines. We converged on a
high voltage tower, which signified the second beer stop. With the convenient drop off,
some of the hounds decided to have an impromptu log throwing
contest. As expected, there were no winners.
A few of us half-minds got pretty lost leaving this beer stop. Others, being functionally
illiterate, failed to heed posted signs and short-cutted to the on-in. After circle, Tasty
opened up her house to all of us wankers. As far as
this scribe knows, no furniture was smashed this
year, although Moon managed to lose his remaining
hair in the basement.
Bon appétit, T-Boner
Hashers: Butt Wipe, Dolly Fartin, Schlabotnik, Dirty Gerbil, T-Boner, Ear of
the Sperm, Peeuuuuu, Honey Nut Squirrel-e-o , Noah, Sweetums, Tight
Embouchure, Cream of Mushroom, Moon, Rexine, Any Cock’ll Do, Cock
Smitten, Wroughten, Ogre Under, Cumz Alone, Death Marshall, Potty Guard,
Gaygin' Cajun, Just Kristen, Spinning Midget, Sherpes, Shitty Titty Gang Bang, Lips of Steel, Major Pecker, Spermit,
Mommy May I Hash

